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German & International students of the Faculty of Economics and Management present their pictures:

2020

“Magdeburg from an International Perspective”
“A sweet dream of a romantic introvert”

“Calmness….it is so important for me. Inspiration…I cannot do anything without it. Nature…it is my healing friend… You will find everything if you just stop and allow Magdeburg to hug you with its beauty…Magdeburg…where Past, Present, and Future live in harmony and peace.

Daria Sira, IMME student, Ukraine

Place: Next to the Magdalenenkapelle
Date: March 1\textsuperscript{st}, 2020
“I am sure… all students in Magdeburg feel like this... You get bored sometimes and you wish to be in a noisy, busy city. But in Magdeburg you are close to nature. In Magdeburg: birds are singing loud that cars can`t diminish, you get lost in parks, may spend hours exploring the beauty of trees, bushes, flowers, animals invite you to their world, wild rabbits watch you on your way, and a tiny ladybug slows you down to say “Hello” … In Magdeburg you are close to nature and you come home - full of energy and inspiration. Ready to start a new day.”

Daria Sira, IMME student, Ukraine

Place: Cathedral surroundings
Date: March 2nd, 2020

Best Nature Pic
“Mysterious“

“No matter how long people may live in Magdeburg, walking at the riverside in the morning, afternoon or evening is an ultimate experience. Every time Magdeburg shows a new shade and side of its beauty. One of them is its mystery. Every single stone of the cathedral and its surroundings reminds me of the rich cultural past of this city - Magdeburg.”

Daria Sira, IMME, Ukraine

Place: Cathedral area
Date: March 2nd, 2020

Audience’s Favorite Pic
“Never ending reconstruction”

“I could use the tram only a year. Then, the big reconstruction of the tram track started. It became incredibly uncomfortable to travel with luggage. I wish this did not take so many years. Last summer, the Breiter Weg was closed and my way to the exam hall took me around 50 minutes instead of 15. This time, I was taking pictures and I noticed that the Cathedral is under reconstruction. It was barely impossible to capture its beauty.”

Daria Sira, IMME student, Ukraine
Place: Cathedral
Date: March 1st, 2020
“Triumph of lines colors“

“I grew up in a country where everybody cares only about his/her flat… I love Magdeburg and I feel deep respect for its inhabitants for caring about things that are not directly yours. I am inspired by how important it is for them to clean and care so that the city is always in the best shape. Freshly painted, clean, and great. Magdeburg, you are beautiful!

Daria Sira, IMME student, Ukraine

Place: Allee Center Surroundings
Date: March 2nd, 2020
"Tiny pieces"

"Everywhere in Magdeburg, you can find rows of identical blocks, houses without personality, but there are little, wonderful exceptions. Some marvelous buildings, diamonds of the history, managed to survive the cruelty and bombs. They still reveal the beauty of the past."

Daria Sira, IMME student, Ukraine

Place: Next to the Magdalenenkapelle
Date: March 1st, 2020
“Beautiful things don’t need to ask for attention”

“I discovered the Elbe swing at the Stadtpark side and like it a lot to watch the Elbe and Dom.”

Satiya Mishra, IBE student, India
Place: Alte Hubbrücke
Date: May, 2020
“Sometimes I just enjoy letting my thoughts wander and not having to worry about anything that has to do with the university. “

Satiya Mishra, IBE student, India
Place: Magdeburg
Date: August, 2019
"Life is a dream"

“We don't have parties like this in my country. But I like going to the fair a lot....“

Satiya Mishra, IBE student, India

Place: Rummelplatz
Date: October, 2019
“The sky touches the sea”

“In the summer, I spend as much time as possible at the lake. Here, it slowly got darker, but the water was still nice and warm.”

Satiya Mishra, IBE student, India

Place: Barleber See
Date: Summer 2019
“My street – My home“

“This is my street. The houses in Magdeburg are built very differently than in my home country, the USA. I like the beautiful facades of the many preserved old buildings“

Ian Averkamp, IBE student, USA

Place: Stadtfeld
Date: June, 2020
“Balcony view“

“A few months ago I moved to Stadtfeld East. In my new apartment, I have a balcony and love the view at any time of day!“

Ian Averkamp, IBE student, USA

Place: Stadtfeld
Date: June, 2020
“Every weekend, I see hot air balloons flying over Magdeburg. The other day I even got two hot air balloons on one photo 😊“

Ian Averkamp, IBE student, USA

Place: Stadtfeld
Date: June, 2020
“Ich liebe dich – Magdeburg von oben“

“Greetings from the beautiful blue sky?! Ich liebe dich auch Magdeburg!“

Bingqing Zhou, IMME student, China

Place: City Center, Breiter Weg
Date: October 7th, 2019
"Love at first flight"

“I moved to Magdeburg just one day before that day. A friend picked me up at the airport of Magdeburg with his Cessna, to show me the city from an amazing perspective. I have never visited Magdeburg before. I haven’t even seen the City Center. So this was my first impression of Magdeburg and since that day: I LOVE MAGDEBURG."

Jendrik Kettling,
IMME student, Germany

Place: approx. 500 meters above Magdeburg
Date: September 15th, 2019
“Love at first flight“

Jendrik Kettling, IMME student, Germany

Place: Out of the window of a Cessna above me the landmark of Magdeburg

Date September 15th, 2019
“Never forget who you are“

“I went to Zoo for the first time, and I was very impressed by this lion. and He looked at me straight in the eyes and I... quickly took a photo.“

Pranjal Sharma, IBE student, India

Place: Zoo Magdeburg
Date: May 2020
“Leave the roads take the trails“

”...this is me, just having fun in the countryside right in Magdeburg :)”

Pranjal Sharma, IBE student, India

Place: Herrenkrug
Date: May 2020
“Nature’s silence“

“I love to sit with friends at the Elbe in the evening and just enjoy the good weather. What for a beautiful sky and perfect postcard picture.“

Pranjal Sharma, IBE student, India

Place: Alte Hubbrücke
Date: May 2020
“Don’t be afraid – Enjoy”

“I took this photo on my way home. It was taken last fall.”

Pranjal Sharma, IBE student, India

Place: Magdeburg Sky
Date: October 2020
“Welcome to Magdeburg“

“Creative works of art are in every corner of the city....”

Akinola Sanyaolu Obafemi, IMME student, Nigeria

Place: District Nord
Date: March 20th, 2020

Best City Pic
“Dragon“

“Creative works of art are in every corner of the city, one of these artworks is a dragon sitting right on a pedestrian bridge.“

Akinola Sanyaolu Obafemi, IMME student, Nigeria

Place: District Nord
Date: March 20th, 2020
“Umbruch“

“7 years ago, I lived in Magdeburg for a year. Now I came back for my master’s and noticed so many changes. There are many more bars and cafes, and the cultural offerings have improved a lot. This makes me very happy”.

Johann Hillmann, BWL/ BE student, Germany

Place: District Domviertel, Breiter Weg
Date: 2019

Best Motto Pic
“5 a.m. routine“

“Coming home from a friends birthday party and finding the beauty of the river Elbe.”

Vadim Pavlov, IBE student, Moldavia

Place: Neue Strombrücke
Date: June 16th, 2019

Best Student Life Pic
“In the library I always sit at a different place, but recently I managed to take this photo with many geometric shapes.”

Vadim Pavlov, IBE student, Moldavia

Place: OvGU’s library
Date: December 3rd, 2018
“Out of the blue"

“Cranes always fascinate me. In this photo I especially like the color of the sky. I did not use a filter. Sometimes nature in itself is very impressive.“

Vadim Pavlov, IBE student, Moldavia

Place: City Center, Breiter Weg
Date: December 26th, 2020
“Biking lane @ Elbe“

“On the weekends I like to ride my bike. This photo was taken spontaneously when I was riding my racing bike“

Rufiz Mardan, IBE student, Azerbaijan

Place: Elberadweg          Date: June 2020
Proud to present: The Boy With No Name

Facebook: The Boy With No Name
Instagram: @bwnnband
Sound Cloud: The Boy With No Name Band

YouTube: The Boy With No Name Band
Congratulations!

Best City Pic
Akinola S. Obafemi

Best Nature Pic
Daria Sira

Best Motto Pic
Johann Hillmann

Best Student Life Pic
Vadim Pavlov

The Audience‘s Favorite Pic
Daria Sira

Please pick up your prizes in the ISP Office, B 006 in building 22.
Thank you for participating!

Keep on taking pictures & send it to us for:
The 2021 International Photo Challenge

isp@ovgu.de